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Fitting Out Supper
Saturday 28th April was the annual
Fitting Out Supper.  39 members and
eight member volunteers enjoyed a
four course meal.  The volunteers had
to eat around serving and collecting
plates so some of us had our starter
after the main course but it all tasted
good!

Many compliments were received for
the delicious food and excellent service
given by the volunteers.  As always the
selection of desserts was amazing!!
Thank-you to everyone who made one!
5 litres of ice cream were eaten.
Special guest Don Small enjoyed
seconds and of course our famous ice
cream eater Mike Cullen enjoyed his
too!  Everyone enjoyed a chocolate

                  shark with their coffee.

During the meal the there was lots of chatting and the noise level increased as
the wine flowed!



After the meal Nick Frantini “man of many voices”
entertained us with a selection of favourite songs.
Nick was staying with Sonny and Julia Carter and
came along with his gear.  Nick raises money for
the charity Children in Need and a collection on
the night raised £50 for the charity ref: DOYC-
51481044.

Many thanks indeed to all the volunteers who
helped on the night including Rozanne, Julia,
Sonny, Rod, Amanda, David, Gay and Eric who also
took the photographs.

Look forward to seeing you on Sunday 10th June for a “Royal tea party”!

Kind Regards
Gill



The RNLI Lifejacket Clinic held on
Saturday 7th April was a great success,
and a significant proportion of the life
jackets inspected had problems
identified with them.  These ranged from
severe corrosion of the trigger
mechanism and CO2 bottle, to out of
date trigger mechanisms, discharged
CO2 bottles, disconnected CO2 bottles
and bladders beyond repair.
Some very worn life jackets were so bad
that they were cut up by the RNLI
inspectors to avoid them being
accidentally put back into use !

When using our water taxi, club dinghies, kayaks
and tenders, members must understand that it is
essential to wear a life jacket or buoyancy aid, as
appropriate, to avoid becoming a potential casualty.
It is common sense, the same as wearing a seatbelt
in a car.  It should be remembered that if a club
member gets into difficulty on the water due to not
wearing a floatation device, it is not only the club
member who will be put at risk, but potentially
other club members, our taxi driver, nearby craft
crews and the RNLI SAR crew who are involved
in a rescue.

The most dangerous part of a trip from our club is
the journey from our jetty to members craft.  The
transfer from the taxi to a moored craft and the
reverse manoeuvre is most hazardous, especially in
brisk N-NW winds when surf is generated.

A dodgy life jacket found during the
life jacket clinic

A used cylinder - this
would not inflate if

required

Badly corroded bottle



Recovery of a potentially cold, wet and shocked person overboard from the
water is not easy and is especially difficult if the casualty is not wearing a
lifejacket or buoyancy aid as this will reduce the time available to conduct a
successful recovery.  Such a situation can easily put the taxi driver at risk of
injury.
So the message is simple, do not go out in club craft without an appropriate
flotation device suitable for the activity for which you are involved in.  It is
common sense and may save your life or your crew’s life.  Be safe not sorry.
Have a good season.
Steve Brimble
HSO

There are many types of personal flotation devices
available and it is important to wear the correct PFD for
the appropriate water sport.  Most bladder type jackets
automatically inflate when submerged in water, some
require the wearer to pull a cord to inflate, it is therefore
important to recognise which jacket you are wearing.
Both manual and automatically operated jackets have a
pull cord so please ensure this is not tucked away inside
the jacket.  These types of jackets also have different
rates of buoyancy, so please have the correct jacket for
your body weight, and wear crotch straps.

Your Committee has a responsibility for safety
of members and their guests, so please enjoy your
water sporting activities safely.

… from the Commodore …

This toggle must not
be tucked away

inside the jacket.
Several jackets were
found with this pull
cord tucked away,

useless if required to
inflate manually.



Our Art Group is running again on
Wednesday 30th May 7-9pm at the
Clubhouse!

This is an informal opportunity for
like-minded people who share an interest
in art to have time set aside each month
to get together and have a go at whatever
interests them!  This month we decided we
would try using pastels.  Please bring along
your pastels, paper and a photo of the sea
or beach to draw.

A chance to relax and share what interests
you or try something new!

Please contact Anna or Julia via the club office if you want to know more!

Kids’ Club
Just a reminder that Kids Club
starts 1 June 2018 6-8pm.

Kids have access to surfboards,
kayaks, toppers and bosuns.  You
will need to supervise your children
while they are at Kids’ Club.

It’s only £1.50 per child - squash and
a hot dog or two are included - a bargain!

We look forward to seeing everyone there!

Art Group



As April drew to a close, boat owners could be observed loitering about the club.   Some began to
develop a thousand yard stare from excessive squinted-scanning of the horizon, with much chin
scratching accompanying occasional mutterings.  An intrepid few even resolved to gamely venture
forth at low tide to reacquaint themselves with moorings abandoned since the tail end of the previous
summer.   For it is that time of the year.

Like dinghies, Cats of course enjoy the benefit of club-side moorings, so a quick glance from the
clubhouse, or low tide stroll and tyre kicking tug of the fore and aft mooring is generally sufficient
preparation.

The first Cat to launch was however neither Aristocat nor
Mad Catter.   Lying just off the east side of the Clubhouse,
adjacent to the ladder, “The Kid”, a Hobie 14 has returned to
the NHYC following a few years’ dry-side sabbatical on
Sandbanks beach.  Residing on a concrete plinth enjoying the
view across to Shell bay, “The Kid” actually provided my first
taste of Cat sailing on a windy, late summer’s day in 2016.  An
exciting beach launch through the breakers and adrenaline
filled pitch-pole blast later, and Max and myself were duly
hooked.  A Hobie 16 would, however, be the Cat for us.

With “The Kid” already afloat, the Admiral was keen to follow
suit, so Sunday 29th April was agreed as the H16 launch date.
This left Saturday 28th for Aristocat’s re-assembly at the
Sandbanks boat yard – nothing like cutting it fine (I hear you say).

All went fairly smoothly, even managing to hacksaw-
shorten the pylon bolts on the rear cross-beam (a job
put off last year) before lack of a rigorous winter
overhaul inevitably came back to bite.  Tightening the
lacing between the rectangular port and starboard
canvas sections which form the trampoline, the strip
that runs the length of the starboard side and holds
the eyelets in place began to pull free. After much
wincing, closer inspection revealed the stitching had
unfortunately perished.  The Editor’s sewing machine
would need to be pressed into service once more.
But that was for another day, and Aristocat would
need to be launched half-dressed.  So together with

the Admiral, and with Concrete Boots Kev’s able assistance, we launched both Mad Catter and
Aristocat on a freezing Sunday morning.   The launch involved  “gingerly” hoisting the cats over the
harbour wall, sliding them “gently” off the trailer, and floating each to their respective moorings.

Herding Cats



Safely secured fore and aft, we agreed to reconvene later
that afternoon once the tide had grounded the cats ready
for mast hoisting; a slightly less precarious operation on a
non-floating platform.  The missing starboard side tramp
section fortunately proved no obstacle, and with masts
rigged and duly raised, the Hobies were left: Mad Catter
adjacent “The Kid”, and Aristocat on the west side beneath
the watchful eye of Rick Stein’s webcam.

The following week the wind got up, and Aristocat,
courtesy of Rick could be observed bouncing around in
the waves before I resolved it was probably best not to watch.  Besides, it was on the east side of the
club that the drama would unfold ...

The following Wednesday The Admiral left a message.  Disaster!!  Mad Catter’s mast was no longer
aloft.  On the plus side, had it happened under sail, the consequences would have been dire.  Better
to find the weakness on the mooring, and with few boats yet afloat to target, the mast appeared
fortunately to have crashed down with no apparent damage to either Mad Catter, anything, or anyone
else.  I was relieved to hear closer inspection revealed the cause was not the portside stay which I had
secured/sabotaged, but the bolt securing the forestay to the port hull which had worked loose.
A re-raising with replacement bolt and washer on the forestay was scheduled for Friday evening.

In the meantime, back at base the Editor fired up the
sewing machine.   Sail thread wouldn’t fit through the needle of
course, so pending loan of an industrial model, standard cotton
thread would need to suffice once more.  Between multi-coloured
threaded patterns, rows of redundant stitching perforations are now
beginning to create “tear here” release sections along the canvas,
a slightly concerning feature.  Note to self – must check the
trampoline prior to launch next season.

One week on from the launch, and conditions for the early May Bank
holiday could hardly have been more different.  Glorious sunshine
and light winds made for an inviting first sail of the season.  Fighting
the traffic to get down to Sandbanks was more of an issue.  Of course,
the tramp needed lacing, and the new sails rigging on Aristocat.
The latter look and feel great, but the main required some serious
coaxing, and indeed some silicon lubricant of the mast slot to allow

                                                          the bolt rope to ascend at all.  Hopefully it will free up and make the
                                                          task less onerous over the season.

Mad Catter was furnished with a replacement batten in
the main, a taped repair from the previous owner
having succumbed to the inevitable – fortunately,
battens I have, four sets to be exact – don’t ask.

The Darts have yet to be launched … watch this space.

And we’re off …



Commodore’s news
The Committee meeting held on April 9th discussed health and safety issues
relating to our club taxi use and its operation. The Club has seen some near
misses recently, one in particular was a person overboard from an inflatable,
close to our M trot moorings and approximately an hour after a very high spring
tide. One of our members was able to summon help and assist the victim in the
water, the taxi was close by and was able to help, he was very cold and not
wearing a life jacket.  He is very lucky to still be alive.

Transferring passengers from one vessel to another
carries a great risk, and this risk can be greatly
reduced by wearing a suitable life jacket.  The
Committee recommend that all passengers using the
taxi and other Club vessels wear a life jacket, and we
will change our signage to recommend the wearing of
a life jacket.

We would like to make it compulsory to wear a life
jacket, but appreciate that it will take time to educate everyone, so we will gently
remind everyone to think safety, and think of the distress caused by falling in
the water without wearing a flotation device.

At the next AGM there will be a proposal for this to become a club rule.  In the
event of a person overboard, the taxi driver must call for help via the distress
button, (call mayday).  Our Club takes safety very seriously, and it is everyone’s
duty to reduce all risks to the absolute  minimum.

We have also been looking at taxi operations and realise that there may be taxi
drivers without a license and training to operate a VHF and DSC radio.  It is an
offence to operate a radio without a license.  I have arranged a course at a
discounted rate over three evenings for members wishing to take the
qualification, the cost per head is £95.00.  There is a notice on the board at the
club for members interested in participating.  Let me know if you can find it any
cheaper!!!!!!!!



On 14th May, we held a refresher course
for members to brush up their radio skills
and etiquette.

Dom Coleman came along from Dorset
Marine Training equipped with training
radio sets and gave a very informative
lesson using these modern sets.
The use of the DSC functions (digital
select calling) is seriously under-used but
a valuable asset to mariners.

I would thoroughly recommend any
member holding a VHF license to sit this
refresher course, there is no certificate
issued, but the cost is only  £15.00.

If any member interested please put
your name on the list.



Sunday 10th June - a Royal Tea Party 3pm.  £4.50 per tea.

Dates for your diary:

Thank you to everyone who has sent stories and photos for this month’s
newsletter!  If you would like to contribute to the club newsletter, please email
your news, stories or photos to me:  newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

Final word …

mailto: newsletter@nhyc.org.uk

